
b4dynamics’
Extended

ITEM SAMPLING

The solution expands the existing 

item sampling features of Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 | Finance & Supply 

Chain Management. It fills the gaps in 

management and documentation of 

product samples within your supply 

chain. It enables you to better monitor 

sampling by adding several features 

as the ability to classify samples or do-

cument storage information via a 

mobile device while moving a sample 

within the inventory.



Benefits
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Features
The key for any company that needs to provide and store samples during the delivery 

and production process is the ability to assign sample IDs, provide on-time storage 

information and specify a sample type to any given sample. The lack of these features in 

D365 F&SCM is added - among other functionalities – by b4ds’ extended item sampling 

solution.

Display the full cycle of sample handling by specifying sample types and sampling 

method on your records

Document all processes during stock receipt and storage on-time 

Manage each step during in-process sampling

Extend sampling traceability

Integrate the Supply Chain with your Warehouse management module for sampling

Record the use of raw materials with sample tracing (batch details)

Identify individual samples in the warehouse stock by assigning sample IDs 

Choose different types of sample unit(s) and still provide all quality-related matters 

Specify authorized personal to manage the sample plan

Specifically identify each batch, including batch numbers of raw materials, interme-

diates, or any reprocessed materials used during manufacturing

Provide number of samples and sample quantity either manually or based on an 
automated sample strategy 

Get an overview of all samples via a sample plan table   

Help to better organize supply chains by monitoring the sampling 

processes 

Provide a proper classification of samples 

Add the possibility of controlling different kind of samples 

Ensure sample storage locations are documented correctly and 

appropriately 

Prerequisites: D365FO Vers. 10.0.8 with Warehouse management must be enabled 
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